Year Schedule BSc Mathematics 2018-2019

Year 1

Period 1
- Single Variable Calculus (6 ec) XB_41007
- Linear Algebra (6 ec) X_400638
- Basic Concepts in Mathematics (6 ec) X_401104

Period 2
- Discrete Mathematics (6 ec) XB_0008
- Introduction to Mathematical Modelling (6 ec) XB_0006

Period 3
- Introduction to Mathematical Modelling of Dynamical Systems incl. Academic English (6 ec) XB_0007

Period 4
- Multivariable Calculus (6 ec) XB_41008
- Mathematical Analysis (6 ec) XB_0009

Period 5
- Group Theory (6 ec) X_401105
- Probability Theory (6 ec) X_400622

Period 6
- Study sessions

Year 2 and 3 to be announced